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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new environment that supports distributed ontology development for multi-agent systems. In our distributed ontology development environment (Donden), users to program agents can build ontologies locally which can be associated to each other. Donden consists ontology browser which is provided for each user and ontology server which is provided for a group of users which want to share ontologies. Ontology browser helps user to edit ontology and to make links to other user’s ontology by graphical user interface. Ontology server helps users to synthesize ontologies by computing similarity between concepts of ontologies. We also show another application of distributed ontology development which supports distributed engineering information base.

Introduction

In recent years, researchers are interested in problem solving and knowledge information processing by multi-agent systems. In multi-agent systems, a number of computer programs (so called agents) are connected to each other, so that larger and more complex problems can be solved.

The most important problem of multi-agent systems is how to use the concepts in different description and conceptualization together. When two agents with different descriptions of concepts try to communicate each other, difference of descriptions disturbs their communication.

Ontology (Patil et al. 1992) is an answer for this problem. An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization. Agents with a common ontology can share their knowledge and work cooperatively by common descriptions of concepts in the ontology. Generally, ontology is large and have many ways to describe concepts, so that ontology is difficult to build and to keep consistency.

In this paper, we discuss the way of building ontology and propose a distributed ontology development environment for ontology builders.

There are two ways of building ontology for multi-agent systems. The first approach is by bottom-up method, i.e., ontology is build along agent building. Ontology inconsistencies are removed at the same time or after building. The second is by top-down method, i.e., ontology is build before agent building.

KC-Kansai (Nishida & Takeda 1993) is a testbed of knowledge sharing and reuse for very large knowledge base. Ontology of KC-Kansai was built by the first approach. In PACT (Outkosky et al. 1993) took the same approach. In this approach, users can build ontology which is convenient for their agents. But they must build the ontology cooperatively in order to avoid inconsistency in ontology.

Geographically distributed users are building ontologies in collaboration through WWW (Farquhar et al. 1995). It takes the second approach. The ontologies each of which is built separately from agent building may be consistent, but not convenient for agent builders because relations among them are not clear.

In this paper we discuss how to realize the bottom-up approach for ontology building and propose a distributed ontology development environment called Donden. Donden supports building ontologies as follows: 1) to edit ontology and to make links to other user’s ontology by graphical user interface. 2) to synthesize ontologies by computing similarity between concepts of ontologies.

In section 2, we show Donden architecture. In section 3, we discuss how to reflect many aspects of a concept on ontology descriptions. In section 4, we show how Donden supports distributed ontology development. In section 5, we show experiments of the integration among ontologies. In section 6, we show another application of distributed ontology development which supports distributed engineering information base. Finally we summarize the paper in the last section.

Donden: a distributed ontology development environment

Figure 1 is the architecture of Donden. Donden consists of ontology browser which is provided for
each user and ontology server which is provided for a group of users who want to share ontologies. Ontology browser helps user to edit ontology and to make links to other user’s ontology by graphical user interface. Ontology server manages multiple ontologies at the same time by using an ontology description language ASPECTOL. Ontology server helps users to synthesize ontologies by computing similarity between concepts of ontologies. Ontology server and ontology browser are realized as the KQML (Finin et al. 1992) agents.

Frame ontology of Ontolingua
Ontolingua is an ontology description language which was made by KSE (Knowledge Sharing Effort) of DARPA. With Ontolingua, we can write declarative frame expression. We can define classes, relations, functions, and instances by using Ontolingua primitives as define-class, define-relation, define-function, and define-instance.

Aspect
Generally, a concept has different description. To share the concept among systems, we must use a common description for the concept. But different systems usually have different descriptions for a concept because of differences of their purpose and a point of view. It may disturb agents to understand each other. Aspect is a framework which can manage such descriptions of concepts. Ontology is a set of the concept units called aspect. Different aspects for a concept are different expression for it. And translation rules between aspects make agents to share knowledge.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the example expression of the rail and taxi fare system. The description after :def is a necessary condition for the instance (shown by $?fare) into the class. In Figure 2, the instance is defined as a thing having one adult-fare slot (the type is Basic:money) and one child-fare slot (the type is also Basic:money).

Figure 4 shows a example of the translation rule from taxi fare to rail fare. The taxi:fare slot of

(define-class rail:fare (?fare)
 :def
 (and
  (has-one ?fare rail:adult-fare)
  (value-type ?fare rail:adult-fare Basic:money)
  (has-one ?fare rail:child-fare)
  (value-type ?fare rail:child-fare Basic:money)))

Figure 2: the fare class of rail way

(define-class taxi:fare (?fare)
 :def
 (and
  (has-one ?fare taxi:fare)
  (value-type ?fare taxi:fare Basic:money)))

Figure 3: the fare class of taxi


Editing ontology by Donden
Donden provides Ontology Browser for each user and Ontology Server for a group of users who want to share ontologies. Ontology Server has following functions.
1. Management of users
2. Management of ontology for each ontology builder
4. Translation between expression inside Ontology Server and Ontolingua.

Ontology Browser exchanges information of ontologies with Ontology Server and realizes the following functions.
1. To indicate class and class-instance relations by using graph and make possible to edit ontology visually.
2. To show and take the ontology of other ontology builder in.

We implemented the prototype of Ontology Browser and Ontology Server by using scheme interpreter, STk.

(define-translation category-of-fare
 (= (taxi:fare ?taxi-fare)
  (rail:fare ?rail-fare))
 (=> (taxi:fare ?taxi-fare)
  (rail:adult-fare ?rail-fare)
  (and (rail:adult-fare ?rail-fare ?fare)
  (rail:child-fare ?rail-fare ?fare))))

Figure 4: a translation rule from a taxi fare to a rail fare
Figure 5: Ontology Browser

Figure 6: Editing class by Ontology Browser

Figure 5 shows that a user of a rail road agent makes ontology by using Ontology Browser. In this figure, there are class hierarchy about train, class about train, class about the money which is brought in from Basic ontology builder. Edit is chosen in the pop-up menu of fare class in this screen.

Figure 5 shows the scene editing the fare actually. Here, we can edit class name, slot and so on.

Ontology Server translates the class of fare into Ontolingua in Figure 2.

Support of ontology integration

Donden supports ontology integration by collecting similar expression of concepts and showing them to the ontology builder. We employ hierarchical cluster analyses as the method of collecting similar classes and multidimensional scaling (TypeV quantification method) as the method of arranging the classes on a plane.

Method of calculating similarity of concepts

Mainly there are following relations between classes of similar expression.

Table 1: Clusters of a concept for travel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | timepoint:universal-time-spec,
timepoint:long-time-spec,
timepoint:calendar-date,
timepoint:calendar-year |
| 2       | hotelguide:hotel,
guesthouse:guesthouse,
hotel-with-building-information:hotel,
business:hotel:hotel:generic:hotel:hotel |
| 3       | overnight:with-two-meals:hotel:charge,
overnight:with-breakfast:hotel:charge,
overnight:without-meals:hotel:charge,
lowest:highest:room:hotel:charge |
| 4       | move:with-traffic:transfer,
move:with-place:destination |

1. same concepts of different expressions
2. similar expressions of different concepts (e.g. super - subclass relation and so on)

The example of Figure 2 and Figure 3 have the same name fare, but since the are not showing the same concepts, these examples belong to (2). To count the similarity of classes we use the following things:

1. the name of class
2. the name of super class and sub class
3. the name of slot and the type of slot
4. the instance that belongs to the class
5. the relations and the functions which use the class
6. the document of the class

Donden calculates the similarity of classes by using this information and shows the possibility of concept integration to ontology builder.

We performed an experiment for integration of class expression. In this case the calculation of the similarity is a sum of the name similarity of each slot combination. The other types of information are omitted. The name similarity is

- 1.0 if they are same name.
- 0.5 if one name includes the other.
- 0.0 else case.

Collecting similar concepts by hierarchical cluster analyses

Table 1 is the result of the experience of hierarchical cluster analyses with the method of calculating similarity. The ontology for this experiment is a set of aspects for travel concepts e.g. time, hotel and sight-seeing place. It is written in Ontolingu (Iino 1995; Gruber ). This table shows higher four clusters. The cluster (1) is all about time, and the cluster (2) is all about hotel. We can collect similar concepts from the similarity of slot expression.
**Arranging the concepts by multidimensional scaling**

Figure 7 is the result of the experience of multidimensional scaling from the same ontology and the same method of calculating similarity with hierarchical cluster analyses. We can find some groups from it. The groups are classified three types as follows:

1. **the group of same or similar concepts.** For example, the four classes enclosed oval A on Figure 7 are all about time.
2. **the group including different concepts which have same property concept.** For example, the three classes enclosed oval B on Figure 7 are "transfer", "destination" and "temple" which have the transportation slot.
3. **the others.** Sometimes, we can find some groups in the group by zooming in. For example, the twelve classes enclosed oval C on Figure 7 consists three groups (five classes about hotel, six classes about hotel-charge and one class about museum.

**Sharing engineering knowledge by distributed ontology development environment**

We adopt the distributed ontology development environment to share engineering knowledge among engi-


Gruber, T. Shallow ontology library.


